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So what’s next?
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1. What was happening 
before 2020?

2. What just happened?
3. What might happen 

next?



What was happening?



Zoom out



https://www.flickr.com/photos/wojtekgurak/3888634497/
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National College







Pausing globalization of higher education

● Uneven; US, Australia hit hard















https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/3-ways-that-the-u-s-population-will-change-over-the-next-decade



Student population 
changes

● Near-majority 
adult

● Increasing 
first-generation 
students

● Veterans
● Learning 

disabilities
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Do we bounce back this fall?





Macroeconomic changes



https://www.statista.com/chart/15235/out
standing-student-loans-in-the-us/





Imagine your device.



Let’s assume

Social media, 
crowdsourcing, 
crowdfunding, open 
source, data analytics…



Let’s assume

…mobile computing, 
gaming, gamification, 
virtualization, digitization, 
digital storytelling…



Let’s assume

…always-on media 
capture, always-on 
surveillance, 
hacking…





That's all in the 
short  term.  



We already know 
all about this stuff.



•Processing speed
•Memory capacity
•Data produced
•Born digital content
•Scanning analog

Increasing…



New device ecosystem



https://www.reddit.com/r/IllBeYourGuid
e/
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VR







VR+AR=MR+XR



Back to education and 
technology.



Normal, interrelated stuff

Social media, crowdsourcing, 
crowdfunding, open source, data 
analytics, mobile computing, gaming, 
gamification, virtualization, 
digitization, digital storytelling, 
always-on media capture, always- on 
surveillance, hacking...



Teaching and learning and tech

distance learning grows - 
generational gaps - Maker 
movement - BYOD - data 
analytics - social media - 
ebooks - etextbooks - gaming 
in education



Video is the new paper

Video is the new paper



Incremental open revolution

● OER
● Open access
● Open teaching



Technology-mediated research 

Simulations

http://web.archive.org/web/20150418162758/http://www.futurict.eu
/ 
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Textual research

Digital humanities



Simulations world

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gsfc/8970258657/



The new community of scholars, 1*

*Credit to Dan Cohen for this formulation



The new 
community of 
scholars, 2:

SciHub
#ICanHazPDF



https://www.learningmachine.com/examples/
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Automation on the rise

http://www.cnet.com/news/and-heres-a-drone-with-a-chainsaw-attached/
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What just happened?



An extraordinary pandemic

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html







• Back swan!
• Injuries and 

deaths
• Enormous anxiety 

and conflict



• Fast migration online
• Lots of fast 

deployment and 
learning

• And exhausting work





https://www.flickr.com/photos/fibonacciblue/15950378455/
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2020-2021 
scenarios + 
one more













How did teaching transform?



• Build learning 
communities digitally

• Reproduce residence 
life online

• Class size?

Entirely online



• Steady improvements
• Professionals and 

research
• More library materials, 

librarian outreach 
online

Entirely online



Hands on work?
• Teach around it
• Assign local instances
• Digital simulations
• Defer until…

Entirely online



Hooray! Except…
• Students who choose 

to stay away
• Extensive safety 

measures

Essentially f2f



Hooray! Except…
• Older and/or 

comorbid faculty and 
staff

• Depopulate library?
• Town/gown issues

Essentially f2f





• Hardware
• Software
• Networks
• Pedagogy
• Student behavior

How to HyFlex?







What might happen 
next?





Zero in on improving quality 



• Allied health
• Business, poli sci?
• Classes pitched to topic?
• …and what declines, gets 

cut?

Curricular changes?



How will we handle student data?

https://library.educause.edu/~/media/files/library/2017/7/eli7146.pdf



How will we handle V/M/XR?



Do we flip to open?

● OER
● Open access
● Open teaching 



• Fewer campuses

• COVID curriculum + 
design

• More supporting 
services

• Fewer faculty and 
staff

• More online practice 
overall

• Greater digital familiarity

• Possible social deskilling

• Automation

• COVID careers

• Illness and death

• Chronic stress

• Economic hits and 
anxiety

• Social/political unrest

• Generational tension

To 2023



To 2025
• Deep digitalization
• COVID architecture
• Introvert culture
• Constant innovation



A higher education bubble?



A higher education bubble?

● Continued cost/quality anxiety
● Student and parent anxieties 

about debt
● Grad school crises
● Political pressure 





The 
Queen 
sacrifice 
gambit



Health care nation



Augmented campus 



https://www.flickr.com/photos/peterme/1992740688



• Students as 
cocreators

• Collaboration 
within academia 
and beyond 



• Rededication to 
teaching and 
learning

• Sense of social 
justice, equity



"Historically, pandemics have forced humans to 
break with the past and imagine their world anew. 
This one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway 
between one world and the next.

We can choose to walk through it, dragging the 
carcasses of our prejudice and hatred, our avarice, 
our data banks and dead ideas, our dead rivers and 
smoky skies behind us. Or we can walk through 
lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine another 
world. And ready to fight for it."

-Arundhati Roy
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